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We report multiplicative noise impacts on electroconvections (ECs) in a nematic liquid crystal. By controlling 
the intensity and cutoff frequency of a superposed electric noise (on a sinusoidal field for ECs), we investigate 
the variation of the characteristics of ECs such as thresholds and pattern diagrams in high conductivity cells ( 
~ 10
−6
 −1m−1), in comparison with that in usual conventional cells ( ~ 10−8 − 10−7 −1m−1). Unpredictable 
threshold behaviors, unknown pattern formations such as isotropic liquid bubbles and EC-sustained phases, and 
undesirable dielectric breakdown induced by thermal focusing are found in the high conductivity cells.  
 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Ac-driven electroconvections (ECs) in liquid crystals (LCs) have been the subject of intensive research interests for 
understanding pattern formation phenomena in nonequilibrium dissipative systems [1], since the Willams domain (WD: a 
typical EC) was first found [2]. Recently, we have been particularly interested in a noise-superposed EC system to examine 
the stability and variation of the dissipative system against external stochastic conditions. Since stochastic resonance was 
first introduced in climate researches [3], noise-induced phenomena have been attracted much attention in various fields 
such as physics, chemistry, biology, ecology, nanotechnology, and neuroscience [4-6,12]. Moreover, nontrivial noise impacts 
such as threshold-shift problems, order (or patterns) induction, and structure variations have been found [4-6]. These are 
somewhat counterintuitive phenomena, because noise usually plays a role in negating desirable effects on controlling 
systems. In this point of view, the present noise-superposed EC system provides us with a variety of challengeable problems 
[7-11].  
Generally, noise-induced phenomena in spatially extended systems have been dealt with in a following typical equation, 
the well-known Swift-Hohenberg stochastic model [12]: 
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Here,  is a certain order parameter, and ( )t and (r,t) are (spatially-homogeneous) multiplicative, and additive noises, 
respectively.  
For the present EC system, Eq. (1) can be rewritten in a simplest (1-dimensional) model in multiplicative white noise, 
in order to examine the EC-threshold (neglecting nonlinear terms) [8]; 
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For ECs,  corresponds to a local curvature of the molecular alignment [∂∂x;  is a deviation angle of the initial 
director n0 (// x) of LCs], and  =  (<E
2
(t)>) means a control parameter for ac-driven ECs [E(t) = E0sin(2ft)] on which 
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 noise is superposed [ ( )t = 2( ( ) )t   ]. From the linear stability analysis [i.e., Eq. (2)] with considering the mechanism 
of WD (d >>  and f < fcd; see below), the threshold voltage Vc for the onset of EC can be readily derived [7-10];  
Vc
2
 = Vc0
2
 + bVN
2
 .                        (3) 
Here, VN and Vc0 indicate noise intensity and ac voltage (at VN = 0) applied across an LC slab, respectively, and b represents 
a sensitivity of ECs to the multiplicative noise. 
Up to now, (multiplicative) noise-induced EC-threshold shifts (i.e., stabilization or destabilization effects on the onset 
of ECs), noise-controllable pattern structures, and the pattern evolutions have been studied [7-11]. Moreover, it was found 
that the characteristic of noise such as its intensity VN, a correlation time N [or a cutoff frequency fc = 1/(2N)], and 
probability distribution (e.g., Gaussian or binomial noises) contribute to the variation of the dissipative phenomena [9-11]. 
Very recently, it was discovered that in addition to the external timescale N of noise, a certain internal timescale  (a 
charge relaxation time) characterizing ECs plays a crucial role in the threshold problems and phase diagrams (pattern 
structures) [13]. In particular, the sensitivity b = b() for white-limit noise (N → 0) was modified into b = b(N) for 
colored noise (N ≠ 0); 
N
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Here, h and m are constants for ECs that were determined in experimental results [13]. 
Indeed, there exist some characteristic (internal) times d (~ 10
−1
 s, a relaxation time of the director),  (~ 10
−3
 s), and  
f
−1
 (~ 10
−3
 − 10−1 s) in the conventional ECs [24], and also the characteristic external time N (~ 10
−6
 − 10−3 s) of colored 
noise [10,11,13]. Practically, when the timescale of N overlaps to the internal timescales (d, , and f
−1
), a remarkable 
variation for noise-induced phenomena can be expected, similarly to the usual resonance. Very recently, on the other hand, 
by taking into account additive noise (r,t) (i.e., thermal fluctuations of LC molecules) that can be controlled by a magnetic 
field, its effect on the threshold shift problems [Eq. (4)] was investigated [18]. 
In the present study, the (electric) conductivity  for LCs is controlled by doping of a phase-transfer catalyst into LCs 
[16]. In particular, high conductivity cells (HCCs,  ~ 10−6 −1m−1) are examined; their conductivity is unusually larger than 
that of the conventional, typical conductivity cells (TCCs,  ~ 10−8 − 10−7 −1m−1) [13]. Thus,  (= 0/ ~ 10
−5
 s) for 
HCCs becomes much smaller than that of TCCs (~ 10
−4
 −10−3 s), and then a high EC-critical frequency fcd [= 2( 1) /(2 )  ] 
is realized (fcd ~ 10
4
 Hz); compare to fcd ~10
2
 Hz for TCCs with  ~ 10−8 −1m−1 [13]; notice that the timescale of  
overlaps to that of N. Here, 
2
 denotes a dimensionless parameter of LCs (e.g., 1.5 < 2 < 4 for the present LC, MBBA) [17]. 
In ECs, fcd differentiates a low-frequency conduction regime from a high-frequency dielectric regime; each regime provides 
a different mechanism for corresponding EC [WDs for f < fcd and chevrons (CVs) for f > fcd] [14]. Considering small  (or 
high fcd) comparable with N, unrevealed pattern formations as well as the threshold shift problems [i.e., Eq. (4)] are 
expected in the -controlled cells. 
Our aim is to reveal the impact of noise on ECs more clearly, by controlling (or , fcd) as well as fc (or N). The 
results of threshold shifts in -controlled cells have been reported already in our previous papers [13]. Accordingly, in this 
paper, the actual pattern formations are presented with lots of real pictures. For HCCs, in particular, completely different 
behaviors of the EC-threshold and pattern formations such as noise-dominated patterns are found. Moreover, (isotropic 
liquid) bubble generation, EC-sustained (LC) phases, and dielectric breakdown induced by thermal focusing are described, 
which cannot have been expected in the conventional TCCs. In addition, it is shown that the linear relationship for the 
threshold problems [i.e., Eqs. (3) and (4)] is inapplicable in sufficiently large noise intensity; this appears more notably in 
HCCs.  
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II. EXPERIMENT 
First, to induce ECs in the system, a sinusoidal ac field E(t) = E[0, 0, E(t)] was applied across a thin slab [d = 50 m 
and a lateral (active) size Lx × Ly = 1 × 1 cm
2
] of a nematic LC [p-methoxybenzylidene-p'-n-butylaniline (MBBA)] 
sandwiched between two parallel, transparent electrodes (indium tin oxide), as shown in Fig. 1. Next, to investigate noise 
impacts on ECs, a Gaussian-type electric noise (t) =  [0, 0, (t)] was additionally superposed on E(t) ( // E). As a result, a 
fluctuating sinusoidal field was applied across the LC cells [11,13]. Practically, cutoff frequency fc-dependent colored noise 
was used, which was generated by the low-pass filters of a synthesizer (Hioki, 7075) (see Huh2012 in Ref. 11 for the detail 
of the colored noises). In general, fc is defined as the frequency at which the power output becomes half the passband power; 
the ideal power spectrum of the noise has P(f < fc). The planar alignment cells [the initial director of LCs n0 = (1, 0, 0); n0 ┴ 
E] were used except for Figs. 9-11 obtained in the homeotropic alignment cells [n0 = (0, 0, 1); n0 // E]. On the other hand, 
for the preparation of HCCs (showing small  and high fcd), a catalyst [tetra-n-butyl-ammonium bromide (TBAB)] was 
doped into MBBA from 0 to 5.0 wt% [16]. 
In this study, the (deterministic) ac voltage 2( )V d E t    and its frequency f, and the (stochastic) noise intensity 
2
N ( )V d t    and its cutoff frequency fc (or the correlation time N) were used as main control parameters. All 
measurements were carried out at a stable temperature (T = 25 ± 0.2 °C) using an electro-thermal control system (TH-99, 
Japan Hightech). The details of our experiments were described in our previous papers [11,13]. 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Noise intensity-dependent EC thresholds  
First, we examined the threshold behavior Vc(f) as a function of ac frequency f in the presence of noise (fc = 200 kHz). 
In Fig. 2, Vc(f) was measured in a TCC [ = 4.30 ×10
−7
 
−1
m
−1
 (or fcd ~ 2450 Hz)] [21]. The typical Vc(f) is also shown in 
the absence of noise (VN = 0). As expected from previous studies [7-11], Vc(f) smoothly shifts with increasing VN (< 35 V). 
Moreover, fcd(VN) can be clearly determined from the sudden change point for Vc (e.g., fcd ~ 1900 Hz at VN = 25 V); it 
decreases monotonically with increasing VN, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2. The variation of fcd in the presence of white-like 
noise (fc = 200 kHz) may be explained by considering the influence of noise (with high frequencies) on the material 
parameters in  (to determine fcd); in particular, the dielectric constant must be one of accountable factors because of its 
frequency dependence [14]. More importantly, Vc(f) dramatically changes for large VN (≥ 35 V), and then fcd cannot be 
determined because Vc(f) is no longer a typical curve (with the sharp change point for Vc). Indeed, for large VN(≥ 35 V), 
completely different ECs [noise-dominated patterns (NDPs)] were observed instead of WDs and CVs (see below). 
Next, we investigated the linear relationship [Eq. (2)] between Vc and VN(fc = 200 kHz) from Fig. 2. As seen in Fig. 3, an 
additional term VN
4
 must be needed for large VN (up to 30 V); 
Vc
2
 = Vc0
2
 + bVN
2
 + gVN
4
.                 (5) 
Equation (3) (g = 0) appears to be justified in previous reports in which Vc(VN) was measured in small voltage range VN (< 
20 V) [7,8,11]. As shown in Fig. 3, g ≠ 0 was faintly appeared in Huh08 of Ref. 11. Moreover, completely different ECs 
(NDPs) occur beyond larger VN (> 30 V), which cannot be explained in Eq. (5); see the data for VN = 35 V, 40 V in Figs. 2 
and 3. 
In an HCC ( = 1.12 × 10−6 −1m−1), on the other hand, we measured Vc as a function of ac frequency f (up to f ~ 20 
kHz much higher than f ~ 10 – 10
3
 Hz for typical ECs) in the presence of white-like (fc = 200 kHz, VN = 10 V) and colored 
(fc = 2 kHz , VN = 10 V) noises. In Fig. 4, Vc(f) is quite different from that in Fig. 2. After it smoothly increases with f, Vc 
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 abruptly begins to decrease beyond the fcd-like frequency for a sharp change of Vc(f) [e.g., ~ 8 kHz for white-like noise (fc 
= 200 kHz)]. Moreover, completely different ECs (locally turbulent ECs) occurred instead of the typical ECs (CVs for f > 
fcd), which were induced by not only noise (VN = 10 V) but also high-frequency ac field (VN = 0); they can be induced more 
easily at small V, large VN, and higher f (> 5 − 8 kHz). Thus, we call them high frequency-originated patterns (HFOPs) 
hereafter.  
In the case of HCCs, the noise or high frequency ac-field may create NDPs or HFOPs due to plentiful electric charges 
coupled with their high frequency components of the fields; such charges can break the stable, typical EC (CV) structure. In 
this case, noise-driven NDPs and ac-driven HFOPs cannot be discriminated from each other. Moreover, from direct optical 
observations for NDPs and HFOPs, it was concluded that both are equivalent ECs that are induced by ac or noise fields with 
sufficiently high frequency components.  
 
B. A pattern diagram in the ac voltage and noise intensity plane 
As described above, the pattern formation strongly depend on ac voltage V and noise intensity VN. Accordingly, we 
examined the pattern diagram in the V and VN plane (with appropriately controlling f and fc).  
First, we measured the noise threshold voltage VN for WDs (f = 30 Hz) at various ac voltage V, as shown in Fig. 5; to 
find non-conventional ECs (NDPs), the measurement was done in a TCC ( = 8.14 × 10−7 −1m−1)[13]. For large VN (> 30 
V), WDs were replaced by NDPs, similarly to that in Fig. 2. The qualitative behavior is not changed by fc (≥ 100 kHz). For 
V < Vc ~ 7 V, no pattern is found until VN ~ 40 V (for fc = 200 kHz); beyond the noise threshold VN, the noise destabilizes the 
rest state (no pattern) and induces a new EC (i.e., NDP). For Vc < V < 20 V, the primary WD is suppressed and then no 
pattern is formed with increasing VN; in other words, the stabilization effect of noise dominates the pattern formation against 
the destabilization effect of the ac field. Actually, depending on V and VN, more various ECs are found (see below). 
Next, the full patterns observed in several TCCs ( ~ 10−7 −1m−1) are schematically summarized in Fig. 6. For 
example, along the broken line [at a fixed ac voltage V(f = 30 Hz)], a successive pattern evolution [GP → FWD → WD → 
no pattern (rest state) → NDP → DSM1 → DSM2] is observed with increasing VN (Fig. 7). This pattern evolution is 
generated for white-like noises (fc > fc
*
) [13], whereas NDPs are not found for (sufficiently) colored noises (fc < fc
*
, see 
below) [13].  
Finally, the NDP in Fig. 7(e) was tested at different ac frequency (f = 30, 300, 600, 1500 Hz), as shown in Fig. 8. The 
pattern which appears regularly above VN line for NDP in Fig. 6 gradually collapses with increase of f. Interestingly, the 
NDPs [in Figs. 7(e) and 8(a)] are quite similar to the well-known typical Rayleigh-Benard convection (RBC) observed in 
isotropic fluids [20]. The NDPs may be one of the honeycomb-like (hexagonal) patterns formed at the onset of convections 
in isotropic fluids [20]. Namely, in the case of the NDPs, the effective anisotropy of LCs (at large VN and high fc) related to 
the pattern formation might be sufficiently weak that honeycomb-like patterns could be induced. The detail of the NDP 
formation as well as its f-dependency will be examined in future studies. In the case of HCCs, on the other hand, since the 
NDP was not formed (fc < fc
*
), the usual pattern evolution (WD → FWD → GP → DSM1 → DSM2) was found [13]. 
 
C. Unfamiliar pattern formations in high conductivity cells 
    It is worth while to present some unusual observation results on ECs in a homeotropic alignment (an HCC,  = 6.60 × 
10
−6
 
−1
m
−1
).  
First, Fig. 9 shows a pattern change in the course of time [with applying or removing V (f = 30 Hz) or VN (fc = 200 
kHz)]. A typical pattern [Fig. 9(a)], the so-called soft-mode turbulence (SMT) [15] at fixed V = 6 V and VN = 23 V changes 
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 into a no EC-pattern [Fig. 9(e)] via Figs. 9(b) - 9(d) by removing V (V→ 0 at the fixed VN). After disappearance of the 
ac-driven SMT, the noise governing the cell gives rise to a phase transition from LC to an isotropic liquid (IL), as shown 
Figs. 9 (b)-9(e). The IL islands (polka dots) in Fig. 9(b) expand in the whole cell, as shown in Figs. 9(b)-9(d). This seems to 
be derived by a heating effect of noise (due to random oscillation of plentiful charges in HCCs); the IL islands appear at T > 
Tc (clearing point from LC to IL, Tc ~ 35 °C for MBBA) [14]. 
Then, the no EC-pattern [IL, Fig. 9(e)] changes into another polka-dots pattern [Fig. 9(f)] by removing VN (VN → 0 at V 
= 0). On removing noise, LC islands (LCIs) like polka dots recover [Fig. 9(f)] and they grow with combing one another [Fig. 
9(g)]; eventually, they will be homogeneous LC state (not seen in Fig. 9).  
In the transient state [Fig. 9(g)] from IL to LC, SMT appears in the isolated LCIs by applying V (V → 6 V and VN → 23 
V) [Fig. 9(h)]. In this case, even after sufficiently long time (~ 24 h), Fig. 9(h) did not recover into Fig. 9(a); in other words, 
ECs (SMTs) occurred in LCIs [Fig. 9(h)] sustain the LCIs for long time (see below). Unlike the pattern diagram (Fig. 6) in 
the presence of white-like noise, the NDP does not appear because the noise plays a role as colored noise [with fc < fc
*
(b = 
0)] [13]; consequently, the noise contribute to the destabilization effect on the typical ECs (WD or SMT). Namely, for this 
HCC, fc
*
 becomes so high that the noise even with fc = 200 kHz (< fc
*
 ~ 400 kHz) does not serve as white-like noise [13].  
    Next, Fig. 10(a) shows DSM2 (in LCIs) developed from Fig. 9(h) at larger V = 32 V (and VN = 23 V). It changes into a 
no EC-pattern (i.e., IL state, not seen in Fig. 10) via Figs. 10(b) and 10(c), because lots of small IL islands (polka dots) in 
DSM2 (in LC) extend in whole DSM2 regions. Varying V → 8 V and VN → 0 to the no EC-pattern (at V = 32 V and VN = 23 
V), SMTs in LCIs recover in Fig. 10(d). They combine one another and sustain for long time; Fig. 10(e) remained without 
any change after 24 h. Increasing V (V → 39 V), the SMT in LCI [Fig. 10(e)] develops to DSM2 [Fig. 10(f)], and eventually 
to a no EC-pattern (IL state, not seen in Fig. 10). From the observation of the SMT in LCI [Fig. 10(e)] for long time (> 24 h), 
it is speculated that the SMT retains its LC state against the IL state around itself; this was not found in the case of the 
DSM2 in LCI [Fig. 10(f)]. Interestingly, dynamic structure (such as SMT)-sustained phases are possible around different 
phases.  
    Finally, it is also noticeable that small (bright) spots are found in the ECs [e.g., SMT in Fig. 10(e)] unlike conventional 
ECs. Actually, the SMT slowly ingurgitates the spots around itself [Fig. 10 (d)]. Figure 11 shows the detail of observation on 
the spots. In a conventional ac-driven EC (f = 30 Hz and V = 8 V) [Fig. 11(a)] and a noise-driven EC (fc = 1 kHz and VN = 8 
V) [Fig. 11(b)], no small spots are found. However, the higher fc of noise is applied [fc = 100 kHz in Fig. 11(c) and 200 kHz 
in Fig. 11(d)], the more spots are found in the ECs. On removing VN (VN→ 0) from the state [Fig. 11(d)], a lot of spots 
remain [Fig. 11(e)]. On applying V = 8 V (f = 30 Hz) to the state, the EC (SMT) recovers [Fig. 11(f)]; however, there remain 
several spots, unlike the EC [Fig. 11(a)] at the identical conditions (f = 30 Hz and V = 8 V).   
The spots seem to be IL bubbles that may be created by noise-derived thermal focusing (for high fc). They are easily 
observed in HCCs ( > 10−6 −1m−1 and fcd > 10 kHz). In fact, such spots were also found in ac-driven ECs with much 
higher f (> 100 kHz). Namely, the bubbles seem to be derived from the high frequency components of the ac or noise fields. 
However, it should be noted that such cells can be easily damaged by dielectric breakdown [25]. The LC phase in such cells 
is irretrievably broken by applying large voltages (V or VN) with high frequencies (f or fc) for long time (a few minutes). 
Moreover, such a heating effect was also found in the planar alignment cells. 
 
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
    We have investigated noise-induced threshold problems and pattern formations in ECs by controlling electric 
conductivity. The linear relationship of EC-threshold (Vc) to noise intensity (VN) well established in previous studies has 
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 been examined for large VN; it has been found that an additional nonlinear term (VN
4
) must be needed. For much larger VN 
(≥ 35 V), moreover, the ECs (WD and CV) are replaced by a completely different EC (NDP), and also the characteristic 
frequency fcd for ECs is disappeared. In high conductivity LC cells ( ~ 10
−6
 
−1
m
−1
), the NDPs have been easily observed 
in a high frequency ac-field (f > 5 – 8 kHz) with or without noise. In this case the typical Vc(f > fcd) is completely changed, 
and also the typical EC (CV) is replaced by the NDP.  
The pattern diagram has been presented in the V and VN plane. No pattern (a stabilization effect of noise) and NDP (a 
destabilization effect of noise) are found with conventional ECs; this result can be realized only in white-like noise (fc > fc
*
). 
Such effects provide a variety of pattern evolution scenarios depending on the noise intensity (VN) and cutoff frequency (fc).  
On the other hand, unfamiliar patterns have been observed by applying or removing V or VN. It can be said that the 
characteristics of noise (e.g., VN, fc) and ECs (e.g., V, f, fcd) should be carefully considered to understand the variety of the 
pattern formations. In particular, the timescales of noise and ECs as well as the intensities of ac and noise fields are crucial 
factors to the pattern formations. In addition, tiny bubbles observed in ECs appear to be isotopic spots due to thermal 
focusing induced by the noise (fc ≥ 100 kHz) or the ac field (f ≥ 100 kHz). Also, dynamic structure-sustained phases found in 
this study are noticeable for future studies. 
Generally, noise has been known to be associated with disordered fluctuations against the steady states of deterministic 
systems. Thus, in the most of previous studies, its role (or ability) has been described in terms of the stabilization and 
destabilization effects on the system (at least the present EC systems) [7,8,10,11]. However, the present study shows that 
noise can also play more fundamental roles to yield unexpected states (or patterns) and phase (or pattern) transitions.  
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Figures and Captions  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIG. 1 Experimental scheme. The conventional ECs driven by an ac electric field [E(t) = E(t)ẑ] are subject to additional electric noise field [(t) 
= (t)ẑ]. The thick bars in vortices indicate the director n that is defined by a locally averaged direction of rodlike LC molecules. All patterns are 
observed in the xy plane using a standard optical system for ECs [14]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIG. 2 (Color online) Shift of the typical threshold curve Vc(f) in the presence of noise (fc = 200 kHz). The critical frequency fcd for ECs dividing 
conduction (f < fcd) and dielectric (f > fcd) regimes decreases with increase of noise intensity VN (see the inset). Notice that no fcd is found for VN ≥ 
35 V. 
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FIG. 3 (Color online) Noise intensity VN-dependent threshold Vc with respect to several selected f (from Fig. 2). The fittings were done using Eq. 
(5). Notice that the data for VN = 35 V, 40 V are largely deviated from the fitting functions; see the text.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIG. 4 (Color online) Shift of the typical threshold curve Vc(f) in the presence of noise (a fixed noise intensity VN = 0, 10 V) for high 
conductivity  (= 1.12 × 10−6−1m−1). Compare to Fig. 2 in the case of usual  (= 4.30 × 10−7 −1m−1). A noise-induced pattern is observed 
instead of CV for high f (> 5 − 8 kHz). The fcd-like frequencies are found at the sudden change point of Vc(f), but the typical CVs (f > fcd) are not 
found. 
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FIG. 5 (Color online) Appearance of noise-dominated patterns (NDPs) for large intensity VN and high cutoff frequency fc of noise. WDs are 
replaced by NDPs for large VN (> 30 V).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIG. 6 (Color online) Pattern diagram in the ac voltage V and noise intensity VN. Noise-dominated patterns (NDPs) as well as all conventional 
ECs are found (WD: Williams domain, FWD: fluctuating WD, GP: grid pattern, DSMs: dynamic scattering modes) [22,23]. See also Fig. 7. 
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FIG. 7 (Color online) Full patterns of the diagram in Fig. 6. Along the broken line (increasing noise intensity VN with a cutoff frequency fc = 500 
kHz) at a fixed ac voltage V = 14 V, a pattern evolution is presented. (a) grid pattern (GP), (b) fluctuating Williams domain (FWD), (c) Williams 
domain (WD), (d) no pattern, (e) noise-dominated patterns (NDP), (f) dynamic scattering mode 1 (DSM1), (g) growing dynamic scattering mode 
2 (DSM2). (h) disclination loops from DSM2 (g) after removing V and VN [in order to discriminate from DSM1 (f)]; such disclinations are not 
found in DSM1 after removing V and VN [19]. All pictures are identical scale with (h).  
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FIG. 8 (Color online) Noise-dominated patterns (NDPs) with respect to f = 30 Hz (a), 300 Hz (b), 600 Hz (c), and 1500 Hz (d) at fixed V = 10 V, 
VN = 40 V, and fc = 200 kHz. A regularly looking pattern collapses with increase of f. All pictures are identical scale with (d) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIG. 9 (Color online) Pattern change (A) in the course of time for a high conductivity cell ( = 6.60 × 10−6 −1m−1). The bright regions in (b)-(e) 
correspond to isotropic liquid state. The closed regions like islands in (f)-(h) correspond to liquid crystal state. See the text for the detail of 
experimental conditions (f, V, fc and VN). All pictures are identical scale with (h). 
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FIG. 10 (Color online) Pattern change (B) in the course of time for a high conductivity cell ( = 6.60 ×10−6 −1m−1). In DSM2 in closed LC 
regions (a), small bright spots (isotropic liquid state) are created (b). ECs (SMTs) in closed LC regions combine together (d), and then become 
large one after 12 h (e). See the text for the detail of experimental conditions (f, V, fc and VN). All pictures are identical scale with (f). 
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FIG. 11 (Color online) Isotropic liquid bubbles in ECs for a high conductivity cell ( = 6.60 ×10−6 −1m−1). Ac-driven EC [f = 30 Hz and V = 8 
V (a)] and noise-driven ECs [fc = 1 kHz (b) at VN = 8 V, 100 kHz (c) and 200 kHz (d) at VN = 108 V] are compared. Removing noise (VN → 0), 
(d) changes into (e). Applying ac voltage [V(f = 30 Hz) → 8 V], (e) changes into (f). A lot of tiny spots represent isotropic liquid bubbles in 
(c)-(e) are created by noise-induced thermal focusing; some of them remain in a conventional EC in (f). All pictures are identical scale with (f). 
 
